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Creating your very own case study!

Due by ________________

The case, Wendy’s mixtape: WeBeefin’ makes (air) waves, provides a good format to follow as you create your case study.
You don’t have to use all the same subheads. And, note the whole Wendy’s case is about 2 pages, so keep that in mind as
you prepare your case of 7-9 pages.

Case Overview
The first part of your case study is a brief overview. As you’ll
see in the Wendy’s case, this sets the foundation with a brief
bit of background, what the company set out to do, and a
brief indication of the results. If the organization/person
employed 1 or more agencies, be sure to ID it/them.
Overall, this section provides the basic facts. It likely will be
about 30% of your case, so that you may focus predominantly
on assessing how well the organization/person did.
Ideally, you will identify an overarching goal, as well as a brief
description of the organization or person. If it’s someone or
something well known (like Wendy’s), it’s not necessary to go
into a great deal of detail. But, in this case, it might have been
useful to include its rank or market share compared to
competitors.
https://apps.prsa.org/SearchResults/Download/6BE02D23628/0/Wendy_s_Mixtape_WeBeefin_Makes_Air_Waves
Research insights, brand analysis Continuing with the Wendy’s mixtape case. This section provides a few details about the audience – both demographic
and psychographic – which helps inform how the company would proceed with its campaign. Notice the last sentence,
too, in which the company reiterates how the social media strategy shouldn’t stray from its authenticity brand focus. For
your case, describe and critique the secondary and primary research the organization/ person conducted – if those details
are not available, you may indicate what research you recommend.
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Onto the planning – strategies and tactics
The planning section identifies the type of voice (maybe
a pun??) that Wendy’s wanted to project.
The case explains what their audience(s) expect of
Wendy’s – you will want to see if the organization/
person you develop your case about is true to their
brand or if the plan strays from those foundations.
So, in addition to describing the strategies and tactics
that the organization/person employed, you should
offer your critique as to how in tune the organization/
person was based on the strategies and tactics
selected.
This is also a good place to refer to a relevant theory
that helps explain the organization’s/person’s efforts.

Just do it!
This section of the Wendy’s mixtape case provides
specifics about how the plan was implemented – what
tracks were included, some of the lyrics, when the
mixtape was launched, the role their influencers played,
and some of the reactions appearing on social media.
Notice that Wendy’s had both the basic mixtape as well
as extras for die-hard fans.
For your case, you may include screengrabs (with
URLs!) of the visibility garnered by the organization/
person to show how events/actions played out … both
the positive and the negative.
Note that this case focuses solely on the positives.
That’s good, but it can be helpful to also show any
shortcomings, even in the good-news cases (and
certainly with the screw-up cases!). No one is perfect;
perhaps there are lessons learned the come from the
case.
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How’d it go? Time to evaluate
Welcome to the evaluation section! Any good plan or
campaign provides information on how to determine if
the goals and objectives were met.
The Wendy’s case provides a good bit of detail on
responses to its campaign – it obviously has a system in
place to track whether/how its material is picked up and
by whom.
One thing missing – and it’s something cases often miss
– is the tone of responses. Was the 660% increase in
online conversation supportive of Wendy’s efforts or
critical? Most likely a mix. What about those 14 million
Twitter impressions? Also the earned media?
I’m fairly confident that Wendy’s not only tracks these
data points, but also determines whether responses are
needed, and if so, what those responses should be.
Happy customers probably appreciate a thank you. It
may take a bit more strategizing to determine how to
respond to unhappy or unimpressed folks.

Appendix
The Wendy’s case doesn’t have many examples, likely due to space constraints, but you have more leeway on length
and should include visible evidence of the highs and/or lows of your case.
Your case should also include a Reference list – is MLA your preferred citation style? Or is it APA? Please define that
in your initial synopsis.
Checklist and rubric follow …
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Grading
Checklist
For
MEJO 531
Midterm
Case Brief
Due by _____________ | Submit on Sakai – Assignments
I will use this checklist to assess the effectiveness of your case brief. The information provided below for your case
synopsis and analysis are not outlines of how to structure each section. You decide an appropriate flow of information to
effectively present and assess your case.
Format:
 11- or 12-point type, 1-inch margins, single-spaced AND 1 space between each paragraph.
 Likely to be 7-9 pages in length (excluding Works Cited, Title Page, and visuals) – this is an estimate. The goal is to be
thorough yet succinct.
 Include page numbers
 Title page with a catchy title (help me stay engaged!), your name and the date.
 correct use of MLA or APA style for in-text citations and reference page
 You may use subheads, photos, screengrabs, charts, lists, etc., as you deem appropriate. Be sure visuals are
appropriately labeled and cited if you did not generate them. Note that they will not affect recommended page length.
Synopsis of Case (30%)
About 1/3rd of the paper – this is an estimate only. Use your best judgment and avoid a 3-volume set!
 Did you efficiently state the important facts to give a reader enough of a background on the case? These include:
 Did you adequately describe the organization involved?
 Did you note the key stakeholders/publics involved?
 Did you adequately summarize the actual outcome of the case? If it’s ongoing, indicate that.
 If available, did you describe research and evaluation? Since organizations often keep research and evaluation
proprietary, you may not find many specifics, which you may state in the synopsis. And, you may make recommendations
in your Case Analysis section.
 Did you identify objectives? If you did not have direct access to these (which is most often the case), say that. And, you
may make recommendations in your Case Analysis section.
 Was there a key message or theme? Was it effective? Was it consistently used?
 What types of strategies were employed?
 What tactics were used? Briefly describe them.
 As you wrap up the synopsis: does a reader have enough info to properly understand your analysis that follows?
 Is it clear from your writing that you’ve applied terms you’ve learned from this class?
NOTE: Again, give me the facts in an efficient way here. Use your Case Analysis section to discuss how effective the
choices of publics, messaging, programming or events, research, etc., were, without being redundant in subsequent
sections.
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Case Analysis (70%)
About 2/3rds of your paper - this is an estimate only. Use your best judgment and avoid a 3-volume set!
 Did you critically analyze the case, adding your own insights?
 Did you discuss the adequacy of research and evaluation that the organization did? If you do not have
research/evaluation data, discuss whether it appears that the organization acted in ways that reflect they know
what would resonate with their key stakeholders/publics.
 Is there additional research or evaluation you would have recommended that the organization do?
 Did you dissect the organization’s goals and objectives for the campaign or response? If you did not have direct
access to these (which is most often the case), did you make arguments about what their goals and objectives
should have been?
 Did you discuss what strategies and tactics worked, if anything, and why you think they were effective?
 Did you discuss what strategies and tactics didn’t work, if anything, and how you might have changed or fixed the
organization’s campaign, response, etc.?
 Did you discuss whether the organization engaged efficiently with its publics? Did it use the most-effective
communication methods (strategies and tactics) to best engage with these publics?
 Did you compare your case to at least one other?
 Did you include a relevant theory from which to build a foundation that explains what the person/organization
did or should have done?
Note: Your opinions should be informed assessments, based on what you have learned about effective public
relations. Use your own thoughts. What would you have done differently, or did they do a great job? Be thorough
yet efficient and demonstrate to me your ability to think critically.
Technique
 Is your writing succinct and clear? Did you include what’s most relevant and leave out extraneous information that
does not inform your analysis?
 Did you check your grammar, spelling, formatting and other written presentation techniques?
• Tip 1: To check spelling, read the paper backward
• Tip 2: Read your paper out loud, slowly – you’re more likely to catch boo boos
• Tip 3: Ask a friend to read it.
 Did you check your writing to make sure you did not patch write or – most importantly – you did not plagiarize?
 Did you use MLA or APA style correctly for your in-text citations and Works Cited page? NOTE: Do not use
citation-generating tools!! They are infamously flawed.
 Extra credit – e-visit the Writing Center for feedback on a portion of your paper (you pick). Ask the person who
assisted you to send an email to me indicating what transpired.
NOTE: These kinds of technique errors will be looked upon harshly. Typos, poor sentence structure, and related
issues will lower your grade to at least a “B” on the assignment (one full letter grade). More pronounced technique
issues will result in a grade of “C” or lower (two full letter grades).
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Final Case Brief Grade Feedback Form
Name:
Case title:

Synopsis of case
Clear description of organization(s)

Total value=
30 points
5 points

Logical progression of the event/issue/crisis based on facts

10 points

Clear articulation of campaign components (e.g., research, goal, objectives,
strategies, tactics, key stakeholders, evaluation)

15 points

Score

Total synopsis score
Case analysis
Compelling critique of campaign components and accurate/effective
application of terms

Total value=
70 points
20 points

Valid application of theory(ies)

5 points

Effective comparison to another case

10 points

Effectively incorporate your own insights within the assessment

12 points

Relevant and reasonable recommendations based on what the organization
did well, should have done, should do going forward

13 points

Sufficient and applicable references for effective analysis

10 points

Score

Total analysis score
Technique
Proper application of MLA or APA style for in-text citations and Works Cited

Assessment

Correct grammar, spelling, sentence structure
Total
Final score: __________
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